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Lascaux Studio Bronze Original is a range of bril-
liant bronze colours made from pure, non-oxidizing 
metallic bronze for use in design, decoration and 
architecture. This exclusive colour range consists 
of 8 tones.

Properties
  genuine metal alloys
  lightfast and non-oxidizing
  very good coating fl exibility
  gloss level: semi-gloss and uniform
  maximum coverage
  Optimal adhesion: to practically any clean surface
  water-resistant when dry 
  usage: extremely concentrated and high-yielding 
  shelf life: two years

Usage
  design, decoration and architecture
  ideal for the creation of frames

Applications
Lascaux Studio Bronze Original can be applied with all 
painting tools either directly from the bottle or diluted 
with water.

Priming:
According to the absorption level and texture desired, 
we offer corresponding products for both rigid and 
fl exible base coats (Lascaux Primer and Modelling 
Pastes). Lascaux Studio Bronze Original should only 
be applied to non-alkaline bases.

Mixing:
Lascaux Studio Bronze Original can be intermixed, 
however it is important to note that the gold tones 
(990, 991, 992, 993, 994, 996), as well as the silver 
tones (995 and 997), can only be mixed among 
themselves. Otherwise their stability is compromised. 
For this same reason Lascaux Studio Bronze Original 
should not be mixed with any other Lascaux colours 
or mediums.

Varnishing :
A protective coating with Lascaux Transparent Varnish 
is highly recommended for work in outdoor settings. 
Use caution when using Gold tones, Britannia silver 
and copper for outdoor applications.

A protective covering with Lascaux Transparent Varnish 
1 (diluted with water 4:1) protects Studio Bronze 
Original against attrition, humidity and oxidation. Do 
not apply Transparent Varnish 1 under humid or cool 
conditions, as the varnish can take too long to dry. As a 
result, the gold-bronzes, copper and Britannia silver 
are liable to turn greenish in colour. 

Composition
Lascaux Studio Bronze Original is comprised of 
selected pure acrylics and lightfast, stabilised metal 
alloys. 

Delivery form
85 ml, 250 ml and 500 ml 
3 litre and 5 litre buckets
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973 ***
Carbon black
PBk7

975 ***
Transparent black
PBk28

977 ***
Neutral grey dark
PBk7 PW6

978 ***
Neutral grey middle
PBk7 PW6

979 ***
Neutral grey light
PBk7 PW6

981 ***
Buff titanium
PW6 PY42

982 ***
Titanium white
PW6

983 ***
Tint white
PW5 PW6

984 ***
Cobalt green light
PG26 PW6

990 ***
Rich pale gold
Cu/Zn

991 ***
Pale gold
Cu/Zn

992 ***
Deep gold
Cu/Zn

993 ***
English green gold
Cu/Zn

994 ***
Copper 
Cu

995 ***
Aluminium
AI

996 ***
Britannia silver
Fe/Cr PW20 PW6 
PR101 PW15

997 ***
Stay steel
Fe/Cr

This print does not reproduce the full brilliance of Lascaux colours.

987 ***
Shell white
PW6 PY42 

988 **
Crystal white
PW6 PB29 PV23

985 **
Naples rose
PR9 PW6

986 ***
Naples orange
PY216 PW6

974 ***
Paynes grey
PBk7 PB60

opaque     semi-opaque 
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U.S.A.: conforms to ASTM D-4236.
Conforms to the European Safety Norm EN71-3

***
excellent lightfastness

**
very good lightfastness

93199 ***
Magenta
PR122 PW6

94599 ***
Cyan
PB15:3 PW6

91299 **
Yellow
PY3 PY74 PW6
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Primary Colours
The Lascaux Studio Primary Colours were created 
specifi cally for schools and studios. They are highly 
economical, combining the quality characteristics 
of the Studio Original colour series with the special 
mixing properties required for primary colours. 
Their adapted opacity allows for a precise mixing 
of pure hues.




